Abstract--We study the behaviour of a class of weakly singular compact integral operators which is approximated by a collectively compact sequence of finite-rank operators defined by truncation followed by a numerical quadrature. Numerical experiments are done on spectral computations.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
We are interested in kernels k such that, lim k(0,t) = +c~. fo" We recall an important result proved, for instance, in [1] . 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a nonincreasing piecewise continuous function which is zero on
]1/2, 1]. Then, Qn(f) <_ (c/n)f(O) + c f: f(t) dr,
.(s,t~)y(t~.)-k..(s,t)y(t) .

The uniform continuity of (s, t) ~-~ k~. (s, t)f(t) on [0, 1] 2 and H4 allow us to conclude (i). Arzela's theorem and the previous proposition prove (ii).
II
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Since the computation of eigenvalues and corresponding invariant subspaces is more difficult than the resolution of Fredholm equations of the second kind, we decided to do our experiments with the first problem. The collectively compact convergence makes sure the self-range-uniform convergence of the approximate spectral projection (cf., [2] ) so that each nonzero eigenvalue of T is approximated by a cluster of eigenvalues of T~ with preservation of algebraic multiplicities and the corresponding approximate maximal invariant subspace converges in gap towards the exact one (cf., [2, 3] ). In what concerns eigenvectors, we remark that if An ~ 0, then An elementary computation shows that the eigenelements of T are (£(J), ¢(J))jE~* where
and ai is defined recursively by og 1 ~ O and for 1 _< i < j,
A proper choice of al allows us to compare exact and approximate eigenfunctions. Consider, for instance, the third eigenelement of T,
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